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1.0 INTRODUCTION

When a sev^rely handicapped student fails to respond correctly to a
4110 request for a particular behavior it raises the question of whether the child

does not know how to perform the task or actually does have the skill but is
simply "choosing" not to display it. The problem of identifying noncompliance
is of critical importance to the development of an appropriate educational
plan for any given student. When a teacher does not know if the child is
generally compliant or generally noncompliant, instructional methods may be
employed that will not maximize the chill's educational progress.

The Compliance Project has just completed its third year of investigations
of compliance and noncompliance and has identified several issues of interest
relating to the interactions among severely handicapped students and their
teachers. The project goals have been three-fold: 1) to refine the
deflnition of compliance and compliance problems; 2) to establish procedures
for assessing compliance and reliably identifying noncompliant pupils; and 3)
to identify strategies that classroom managers can use to remediate
noncompliance and improve compliance.

It was the project's intention to refine instructional methods which would
improve the level of functioning and rate of learning in severely handicapped
persons. Unlike projects which seek to develop generally more effective
procedures for assisting handicapped individuals to acquire new behaviors, the
Compliance Project sought to find ways of ensuringFiFieverely handicapped
individuals will consistently and appropriately demonstrate and use those
skills which are already within their behavioral reperto re.

This report is the final progress report of the Compliance Project.
Following this introduction will be a brief review of the first and second
project years. A detailed description of the third project year's research
activities and a discussion of results comprise the major portion of the
report.
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2.0 REVIEW OF THE FIRST PROJECT YEAR: FY 80-81

In the first quarter of the first project year, the project staff was
hired and trained, a cooperative agreement was made with the Seattle Public
Schools, and the observational equipment was purchased. The remainder of the
year was spent collecting and analyzing the data from 42 severely handicapped
students from seven public school classrooms. The data collected consisted of
teacher rankings of the subjects' compliance, an overall performance level
assessment from the Uniform Performance Assessment System (UPAS), and data on
compliance to general classroom commands collected via the Microprocessor
Operated Recording Equipment (M.O.R.E.) data logging equipment.

The following definitions were drafted during the first project year to
describe the focus of the project's investigations and to assist in the
generation of working hypotheses c-ncerning the manner in which noncompliance
problems could be identified and treated:

Compliance - The consistent, timely and correct production of a behavior,
currently in the person's repertoire, in response to a request for that
behavior and/or in the presence of the naturally occurring stimuli which
have in the past occasioned such behavior.

Noncompliance - The failure to produce a behavior in a consistent, timely
and correct manner in response to a request for the behavior akd/or in the
presence of the naturally occurring stimuli which should occasion such
behavior, despite the fact that the behavior in question is within the
behavioral repertoire of the individual.

Colloquially, one might characterize "compliance" as "doing what one can
do when one is asked or expected to do it;" and "noncompliance" as "not doing
what one is capable of doing, even when asked or expected to do so."
Educationally, however, at least with the severely handicapped, matters might
not be quite so simple. To further define the phenomena with which the
Compliance project was concerned, therefore, the following guidelines were
also drafted (note, supportive data and arguments for the guidelines presented
below may be found in the original proposal and first year annual report):

Correct Performance

Although it would be desirable for individuals to always be 100% correct
in the production of appropriate behavior, such standards are not always
reasonable. For purposes of investigation, therefore, an individual's
performances will be considered "acceptably correct" if he/she meets or
exceeds the accuracy levels demonstrated by the majority of his/her
nonhandicapped peers. For most purposes, such standards might be as low
as 67%, but typically exceed 95% for most "academic/vocational" skills and
80% for most "management /social" skills. Demonstration of lower than
expected accuracy in response to a stimulus is normally ilterpreted as

evidence that the individual has not yet acquired or mastered the skill in
question. As noted below, however, that may not be the case if the child
is "noncompliant."
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Timely Performance

A performance will be considered timely if it occurs (or begins to occur)
within a reasonable latency of the first opportunity/request for the
behavior to occur. As with standards of accuracy, standards of latency
for purposes of this investigation were based primarily upon the
performances of nonhandicapped peers and/or (in the case of physically
impaired children) the limits of performance which are known to be within
the physical capabilities of the individual. In most situations;
latencies of between one and three seconds are considered acceptable,
although teachers of the severely handicapped -- perhaps inappropriately
-- frequently allow for much greater latencies with their pupils (see the
section entitled latency analysis, later in this report). Latencies
exceeding those typically considered acceptable are usually taken as an
indication that the pupil is either unsure of the response required (i.e.,
has not yet fully mastered the skill) and/or that the pupil is physically
incapable of responding more rap'idly. As will be noted below, however,
such might not be the case if the individual is noncompliant.

Consistent Performance

Consistency of performance may be considered in at least two ways: the
overall accuracy with which correct performances are produced within any
given session or day (see correct performance, above), and the variability
in the accuracy, rate and latency of performances from-one trial, session
or day to another. Generally, individuals (normal, mildly handicapped or
severely handicapped) appear to have a median daily variability of
approximately +- 15% (x/1.15) and often vary (in the extremes) as much as
x2 or /2 (a doubling or halving of performances) from day-to-day,

110
regardless of whether they are in the process of acquiring a skill (in
which case, estimates of variability are based on deviations from the
individual's line-of-progress which describes the general rate with which
the skill is being acquired) or the skill has been fully mastered (in
which case the variability is expressed as day-to-day fluctuations about
the individual's average level of performance). Individuals which exceed
the normally expected limits of daily variability will be considered
"inconsistent." Inconsistency in performance while a child's overall
level of performance is still relatively low is considered by most
teachers to reflect difficulty in acquiring the skill. It is the
contention of the Compliance Project, however, that inconsistencies in
Ally performance patterns which exceed normal expectancies are reflective
of "compliance" problems, not problems in the acquisition of the skill per
se.

Evidence that the Behavior is Currently within the Individual's Repertoire

An individual might fail to perform a skill in response to a specific
request for at least three reasons: 1) the skill was never learned or
acquired; 2) the skill was once acquired, but not mastered to a level
which would ensure maintenance and has been subsequently "lost;" or 3)
the skill is within the behavioral repertoire of the individual, but for
some reason, the individual "chooses" not to display the skill. In
discriminating the last case, the most common evidence of direct
noncompliance cited by people is an overt refusal on the part of the
individual (e.g., head-shaking; saying "no, I won't"). In the case of
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severely handicapped individuals, however, such commonly recognized
refusal behaviors are not always possible or have not been learned. In

lieu of overt refusal, therefore, teachers commonly refer to immediate
past history of performance (e.g., the individual was observed to display

1110
the requested behavior in the not too distant past) and/or HnonchanceH
performance patterns (e.g., the individual performs correctly for ten
trials in a row, then incorrectly for three trials in a row). Reference
to immediate past performance patterns is related to the issue of
performance variability (i.e., unusually high rates of correct responding
succeeded by unusually low rates) and forms the basis for hypotheses
concerning methods for the identification of noncompliance problems.

Based on the definitions and guidelines outlined above; the following
hypotheses were developed by the Compliance project:

Hl: A certain proportion of severely handicapped individuals found within
public school classes will prove to be noncompliant. Specifically,

it is hypothesized that as many as 33% of the students in any given class
serving the severely handicapped will prove to be noncompliant.

H2: Noncompliant students will demonstrate higher than expected daily
variability in their performances on one or more instructional

programs and/or in response to general classroom commands, regardless of
their overall levels of performance with respect to the requested
behaviors. Specifically, it is hypothesized that daily variability of
noncompliant students will frequently exceed x/2.0 (i.e., a doubling or
halving of performances from day-to-day).

H3: The most effective intervention strategies for dealing with
noncompliance will involve the manipulation of consequences for

performance (i.e., reinforcers/punishers) and/or contingencies (e.g.,
allowable latencies before consequation; schedules of reinforcement)
and/or some other variable related to the general consequating value of
the activity involved. Often, the best method for increasing the
consequating value of the activity will be to advance the student to a

much higher level in the curriculum where the functional value of the
activity will be greater.

H4: '"he least effective intervention strategies for dealing with
noncompliance will involve changes in general instructional tactics

(e.q., cues, directions, prompts) which are designed solely to provide the
individual with more information about how the behavior is performed
and/or changes in curricula designed to make the requested task simpler
(e.g., stepping back to a presumed prerequisite skill).

H5: Once compliance has been established with a previously noncompliant
severely handicapped individual, dramatic increases in the

demonstrated level of functioning of the individual will be observed
(i.e., the individual will begin to demonstrate skills previously thought
to be well beyond his/her current level of functioning).

Analysis of the data from the first project year indicated that there was
general agreement between the classroom teacher's opinion of a child's
compliance and the rate and percentage of compliance to general classroom
commands as collected by the M.Q.R.E. The most significant finding, however,
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was that there was a high correlation between the subject's UPAS score and the
teacher's perception of their compliance. Every pupil with a score on UPAS of
greater than 50% was identified as compliant. Not every subject with a lower
score was ranked as noncompliant but the consistent identification of those
with relatively high scores as compliant wi of interest to the project staff.
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3.0 REVIEW OF THE SECOND PROJECT YEAR: FY 81-82

The procedures used to train observers on the M.O.R.E. equipment were
revised from the -first project year and resulted in a more efficient training
package. Two new observers were trained for the second year's data collection.

The cooperative agreement with the Seattle Public Schools was renewed and
teacher participation was again solicited. Four teachers from the first
project year agreed to participate in the second project year. The
investigations during the second year focused on a reduced number of subjects
to get the most information possible on the parameters of compliance and
noncompliance. Eleven subjects from the first year were selected to
participate in the continued investigations. Seven of these subjects were
consistently identified as noncompliant during the first year's
investigations, two were consistently identified as compliant, and two were
"borderline" noncompliant. During the school year several subjects had to be
dropped from the study for a variety of reasons (e.g., teacher withdrawal,
family moves, alternative placements). Additional subjects were added during
the project to provide sufficient data but none of the added subjects had
participated during the first year.

Before data Lollection began, the UPAS was administered to all subjects by
the project staff, and the teachers were asked to rate the subjects'
compliance.

The code developed during the first project year was revised and used to
record the behavior events using the M.O.R.E. system. Data collectors
observed each subject for approximately an hour and a half each day and
recorded teacher and pupil behaviors in response to compliance commands.

One hypothesis of the Compliance Project is that noncompliance interferes
with (or at least obscures) the learning process with instructional targets as
well as responsiveness to general classroom commands. Because the teachers
were not running consistent programs for the subjects, project staff developed
and ran a 15 to 20 minute instructional program daily with seven of the
subjects. Time-based data were collected on each program and the data-based
decision rules developed by the Instructional Hierarchies Research Project
(Norris G. Haring, Principal Investigator) were used to make instructional
modifications as needed (see Appendix C). The decision rules included
suggested strategies for dealing with noncompliance, and project use of those
strategies served as verification of their effectiveness.

Summary of Second-Year Results

The following discussion of results from the preliminary analyses is

organized according to the original hypotheses outlined earlier.

Hl: Prevalence of Noncompliance

Initial prevalence figures of noncompliance exceeded those originally
expected. In fact, some teachers were identifying all of their
students as noncompliant. Nominations by the research staff, based
on more formal observations, were generally lower, but still
frequently exceeded the original estimate of 33% by as much as 20 or
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25%. However, all initial nominations were based on the response of
students to general classroom commands involving behaviors which were
believed to already be in their repertoire. When instructional
programs were instituted by the research project with a sampling of
individuals presumed to be noncompliant, nominations for
noncompliance based on daily performance patterns alone resulted in a
figure much closer to that originally hypothesized (i.e., 35-40%).

H2: Identifying Noncompliance on the basis of Daily Variability

Daily instructional programs were conducted by the research staff
with 7 of the research subjects. Generally, there was a high level
of agreement between nominations for noncompliance made on the basis
of general class data and nominations made on the basis of
instructional data, but two individuals identified as "definitely
noncompliant" on the basis of general classroom observations were not
so identified on the basis of analyses of daily variability in
instructional programs. Of course, on the basis of those data alone,
it would be impossible to -determine which set of nominations were
more "accurate." In accord with the functional orientation of the
Compliance Project, decisions were ultimately based upon an analysis
of the extent to which the classification of an individual as
noncompliant facilitated the identification of procedures which were
effective in achieving higher levels of student functioning.

H3 & H4: The Selection of Effective Remedial Strategies

Following the nomination of individuals as noncompliant on the basis
of instructional data, interventions designed in accord with
hypotheses concerning strategies which should be effective with
noncompliance were implemented with threa students in a total cf
seven programs. A total of nine interventions were also implememtea
with the six students identified as compliant; each of those
interventions being designed in accord with hypotheses concerning
what should be effective with compliant students. All interventions
were at least partially successful in remediating observed
performance deficits. Three of the seven interventions for
noncompliance resulted in complete attainment of program objectives,
and six of the nine interventions for compliant pupils resulted in
complete attainment of program objectives.

Preliminary analyses of general classroom interaction patterns also
supported hypotheses concerning noncompliance and the variables which might
affect noncompliance. In classrooms where noncompliance appeared to be most
prevalent, for example, it appeared common that:

1) Teachers had a low rate of issuing compliance requests; the
rate of requests appeared lowest with pupils identified as
noncomp3'ant;

2) Teachers tended to repeat commands frequently, rather than to
provide the pupil with more immediate consequences for
noncompliance;
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3) Compliance was rarely consequated (positively); noncompliance
was rarely consequated (negatively); and frequently the
consequences for both noncompliance and compliance were
strikingly similar;

4) Allowable latencies between initial request and the initiation
of compliance was frequently very long (e.g., 10 seconds or
longer).

During the latter part of the 2nd project year, participating teachers
were provided with summaries of their interaction data and asked to pick one
or more of the following strategies for implementation with those pupils
considered to be noncompliant:

1) Increase the rate of commands given to noncompliant pupils;

2) Decrease the allowable latency between initial request and the
initiation of compliance with the request;

3) Eliminate repetition of requests or commands;

4) Increase the differentiation between consequences for compliance and
noncompliance.

All of the recommended strategies were selected based on the assumption
that the pupil had, indeed, acquired the behaviors being requested and that
he/she simply needed greater incentive to display those behaviors in a
consistent fashion. All suggested strategies were easily integrated with
general classroom commands.

H5: Im act of Compliance on Overall Development & Level of
unc ion ng

UPAS data collected during the first project year showed an
interesting relationship between nomination as noncompliant and
overall level of functioning: no pupil achieving an overall score
on UPAS of 50% or more was ever perceived as noncompliant. UPAS
assessments conducted during the second project year showed more
overlap, but children seen as noncompliant still tended to function
(or, perhaps more accurately, appeared to function) at a lower level
than their compliant peers. i ghtin instructional changes were made
to remediate compliance problems as identified by the data decision
rules. All of the changes resulted in increased progress either
through an abrupt upward change in the level of corrects or in an
upward shift in overall rate of progress.

Project Products

Dissemination of the project's activities and preliminary results was
accomplished through presentations and professional publications. The project
staff presented findings from the first and second project years at the Eighth
and Ninth Annual Conferences of the Association for the Severely Handicapped
in New York, New York (October, 1981) and in Denver, Colorado (November,
1982). Ms. Munson was invited to McQuarie University in Sydney, Australia in
April 1982 and gave three presentations on the Compliance Pr,,;ect to students,
teachers and other professionals interested in the severely handicapped.
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4.0 THIRD PROJECT YEAR: FY 82-83

General Activities

The following represents a brief overview of activities undertaken during
the third project year. The outcomes of each major activity will be
summarized later in this report.

First Quarter, Fall,_ FY 82-83

First quarter activities centered primarily around requirements for
general project initiation. Staff were hired and trained, district
administrators and teachers were consulted to establish basic working
relationships, and subjects were selected.

It was agreed that project personnel would: (1) "team teach" with two
regular classroom teachers when 6 of the 13 subjects were in their room (all
subjects moved through several classes each day); (2) assist in the
development of specific instructional plans from IEP objectives (at least one
program for each pupil would be precision-teaching based, additional programs
would be devised for each subject as the year progressed); and (3) monitor
the programs and performances of all subjects (n=13) in at least two different
program settings for each subject.

"Baseline" performance of each subject was assessed in three different
ways: (1) the Uniform Performance Assessment System (UPAS), a curriculum-
referenced instrument developed for use with handicapped populations; (2)

teacher and project staff subjective ratings of each subject's compliance (see
the second year annual report for a detailed description of how such ratings
were conducted); and (3) direct observation of subject compliance. Direct

observations were conducted with microprocessor observation and recording
equipment (M.O.R.E) and monitored teacher/pupil behavior surrounding requests
for the subjects to perform behaviors known to be in their repertoire. Such

behaviors were identified through consultation with each subject's teachers.

Second Quarter, Winter, FY 82-83

General compliance observations were continued with all subjects and at

least one Precision-Teaching based program was implemented with each of the 6
primary experimental subjects. Non-Precision-Teaching programs were also

monitored to assess their procedural reliability and subject performance. It

was hypothesized that noncompliance during PT based programs would decrease
(relative to baseline levels and in comparison to concurrent non-PT programs),
with some possibility of generalized effects on noncompliant behavior outside
of the PT program situation. The results of those studies will be discussed
below.

Third Quarter, Spring, FY 82-83

Specific studies were implemented during the third quarter to investigate
the impa.A of various interventions on noncompliant behavior outside
instructional programs per se. Specifically, two subjects were selected for a
study of the relationship between teacher praise (for compliant behavior) and
general subject compliance. The results of those studies will be discussed
below.



Fourth Quarter, Summer FY 82-83

Studies during the Summer were restricted to the Experimental Education
Unit at the University of Washington -- the only site providing a Summer

4110 program. Three -subjects were studied in a multiple baseline design to
determine the effects of two treatment alternatives on general compliance
(i.e., compliance both within and outside instructional programs per se): (1)
praise for compliance and a "mandate" (full physical assistance) for
noncompliance or a failure to comply within 3 seconds of the initial request;
and (2) repeated mandates for a failure to comply within three seconds.
"Repeated mandates" involved repeating the request-(3 second pause)-physical
guidance cycle until such time as the subject complied to the request within
three seconds.

The results of all studies for the entire year were also summarized
during the fourth quarter in preparation of the final report.

Projert Staff

Renee Beebe, who had worked as senior research assistant since the
inception of the project, was advanced to the position of project manager.
The previous project manager, Ms. Robin Munson, left the project in order to
enter a doctoral program.

One full-time research assistant and two half-time research assistants
were hired to assist Ms. Beebe in the conduct of project activities. All
assistants were trained by Ms. Beebe in the use of the M.O.R.E system for the
collection of project and in the use of Precision Teaching procedures
for recording, charting -d evaluating data. A detailed description of the
training procedures may '. found in the second annual report; overviews of the
M.O.R.E system and observational codes may be found in Appendix A.

Sub'ects

In cooperation with participating administrators and teachers in the
Seattle School District and the University of Washington Experimental
Education Unit, a total of 13 subjects were selected for study during the
third year. Initially, all subjects had been nominated by their teachers as
being of at least questionable compliance. Table 1 provides an overview of
basic subject characteristics.

Insert Table 1 About Here

Working Arrangements

Arrangements were made to observe all subjects in a variety of classroom
settings (i.e., to follow subjects as they moved from one class to another,
for those that did so). Special arrangements were made to work directly with
the subjects in group "B" (in the Seattle School District) in cooperation with
the two teachers regularly assigned to work with those pupils. Project staff
worked in that classroom for circa two hours each day.
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Table 1: Experimental Subjects

(1) (2) Yrs (3) (4) (5)
Sbj# Site Sex Grp Age UPAS RTNG Diagnostic Categories

3402 SEA M E 13 -- 1.83 Severely retarded, deaf-blind
3403 SEA M E 16 15 1.28 Severely retarded, deaf-blind
3404 SEA F E 12 7 Severely retarded, multiply-handicapped
3903 EEU M E 13 19 2.20 Severely retarded, multiply-handicapped
3904 EEU F A 7 34 2.30 Severely retarded
3905 EEU F A 12 16 2.20 Severely retarded
3701 SEA F B 16 63 2.44 Moderately retarded
3702 SEA M B 13 33 1.67 Severely retarded, visually impaired
3706 SEA F B 14 53 2.27 Severely retarded, hearing impaired
3707 SEA M B 14 35 1.70 Severely retarded
3708 SEA F B 12 46 2.40 Severely retarded, hearing impaired
3709 SEA M P 15 43 2.09 Severely retarded
3710 SEA F C 16 45 1.67 Severely retarded

(1) EEU refers to the University of Washington Experimental Education Unit;
SEA refers to Seattle Public School District. All subjects during the
third year within the Seattle Public School District were located at
Wilson-Pacific School.

(2) Subjects noted as being in group "B" were all scheduled to be in the same
room during at least one two-hour period each day.

(3) UPAS (Uniform Performance Assessment System) is a curriculum-referenced
assessment instrument suitable for the evaluation of overall levels of
development in severely/profoundly handicapped persons. The first UPAS
(UPAS1) was administered in early November of the third project year.
Information concerning a subsequent administration of UPAS will be
discussed later in this report.

(4) Compliance ratings (RTNG) were based on a 5 point scale (where 0 = "never
complies with request" and 4 = "always complies with request") completed
by each subject's teachers (subjects had one to three teachers; in cases
where more than one teacher rated a subject, the median rating is
reported above). Teachers rated subject compliance a total of four times
during the 1982-83 school year (approximately once every two months).
Only the first (entry-level) compliance rating is reported in this
table. Remaining ratings will be discussed later in this report.

(5) Information concerning diagnostic categories were drawn directly from
subject files and were established in accord with State of Washington
Rules and Regulations.
The project manager served as instructor in selected programs for

research subjects, and assisted in the development of instructional plans for
IEP objectives for those subjects. Generally, at least one Precision-reaching
based program (i.e., a program employing rate-based performance data, standard
behavior charts and performance-based decision rules) was conducted with each
subject with additional Precision-Teaching based programs added as the year
progressed. Non-Precision-Teaching based programs were also conducted in
whatever manner designated by the subjects' teachers. In all cases,
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time-based data (i.e., rate, latency and/or duration measures) were collected
to enable direct comparison of pupil progress in Precision-Teaching and
non-Precision-Teaching programs.

Each subject's teachers ;ompiled a list of compliance stimuli (i.e.,
commands or requests for behaviors which are known to be .n the subject's
behavioral repertoire, but to which the subject may not reliably comply). In
cases where behavioral descriptions were not sufficiently objective or precise
to enable reliable observation, project staff revised descriptions and checked
those revisions with the teachers to ensure their accuracy. All compliance
commands for each subject were memorized by project staff; subsequent
compliance data (see discussion later in this report) pertained 'nly to
requests for behaviors previously identified as targets for compliance
commands. A sample of compliance commands for each subject may be found in
Appendix B of this report.

General M.O.R.E. Observation Procedures

Data concerning general subject compliance to teacher requests/commands
began early in October, 1982.

Codes/Equipment.

All data were collected using the M.O.R.E. (Microprocessor Operated
Recording Equipment) in a manner which enabled the following information to be
recorded:

-- the time when a compliance stimulus occurred;
-- the time when the subject began to respond (if ever) to the

compliance stimulus;
-- the quality of the subject's response (correct/incorrect) and the

time when that response was completed (if not "instantaneous" upon
initiation of response);

-- the manner in which a request for compliance was terminated, if other
than by independent subject response (e.g., teacher mandating the
response);

-- behaviors emitted by the subject other than the requested behavior
(e.g., self-stimulatory behaviors, saying "no," crying); and

-- behaviors emitted by the teacher after the initial request/command
and/or after the completion of the trial (e.g., praise, repetition of
command before subject complies).

In each case, both the type and time of the subject and/or teacher
behavior was recorded. All times were recorded to the nearest one-second. A
complete description of the M.O.R.E. system and project codes may be found in
Appendix A of this report.

Observation Schedules.

Observation times were determined by the school schedule, teachers'
preferred hours and willingness to allow access to their classrooms, and data
collectors' hours and schedules. Within those constraints, an attempt was
made to observe each subject assigned to the primary experimental classroom
(group "B" at the Seattle School District Site) a minimum of four times each
week in at least two different settings. Those six subjects were observed
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approximately two hours per week. The three subjects located at the
Experimental Education Unit were observed two or three times each week
(decreasing somewhat during Spring Quarter due to a reduction in available
observer time) for a total of one to one-and-one-half hours per week. The
four Seattle-based suu,,ects not assigned to the primary experimental classroom
were each observed one or two times each week for a total of circa one hour
per subject per week. In all cases, priority was given to subjects known or
believed to be noncompliant, and attempts were made to observe subjects during
times when the number of general compliance commands would normally be the
highest.

During any given observatio, period, observers col,ected data on a given
subject for a period of 5 to 10 minutes, then rotated to another subject. The
order in which subjects were observed was determined by the probability of
compliance commands (e.g., observation of one subject might be terminated when
the subject was engaged in an activity where few or no compliance commands
would be given; the subject who was most likely to receive a number of
compliance commands within the next 5 to 10 minutes would be selected next for
observation). Random selection of subjects for observation (or,
alternatively, a preset schedule for subject observation) would have yielded a
more accurate picture of the overall rate and density of compliance commands
per se. However, data from earlier years demonstrated that such procedures
would not yield sufficient compliance-opportunities for meaningful analysis.
In general, therefore, observations were conducted in a manner which attempted
to maximize the data pertaining to compliance per se for each subject.

M.O.R.E. Reliability.

Interobserver agreement checks were conducted at least once each week in
each classroom or with each group of subjects. Reliability checks averaged
one to two hours in length, yielding an average of circa 5.5 hours of
reliability data each week throughout the project.

Each reliability check involved only two observers, but such checks were
rotated among three different observers to assess all possible observer
combinations (i.e., observer 1 with observer 2, 1 with 3 and 2 with 3). When
necessary (e.g., as might be the case when an observer was ill), the project
maniger served as the second observer for reliability checks. When a pair of
obser:qrs were scheduled for a reliability check, one person acted as primary
observer and determined the order in which subjects would be observed,
indicating to the second observer (usually by gesture) whenever the
observation target changed. The two observers stood in different areas of the
room -- far enough away to prevent each other from determining which codes
were being entered, but close enough to allow reasonable observation of the
same subjects and to unobtrusively communicate when observation targets
changed. Covert and unscheduled reliability checks were not possible, due to
the manner in which observation targets were changed and rotated during any
given observation.

Two types of reliability were calculated -- content (i.e., the degree to
which two observers coded the occurrence of the same behavior) and temporal
(i.e., the degree to which two observers, given that they record the same
behavior, recorded the behavior as occurring at the same moment in time).
Agreement scores were calculated as:
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Level of Agreement = (agreements*100)/(agreements+disagreements);

A content a regiment was counted whenever the two observers recorded the
same benavior w von t e same pretrial/trial/posttrial period (regardless of
differences among observers as to how long those periods were); content
disagreement was coded whenever the two observers each coded different
behaviors and/or one observer included a code which the other observer did not
include within a particular pretrial/trial/posttrial period. There were two
exceptions to those rules.

First, if a response was begun and completed very quickly (i.e., duration
of response was less than one second), observers recorded only an "outcome
code" to indicate whether the response was correct or incorrect. If a

response took more than one second to complete after it was initiated (e.g.,
"hang up coat"), then observers coded "begin" when the response was initiated,
and an outcome code (indicating correct/incorrect) if and when the response
was completed. Since behaviors of short duration might reasonably be coded
with separate "begin-end" codes by one observer and a simple "end" code by
anothe, only completion codes were' used in the analysis of content
reliability. Differences in the use of "begin" codes were evaluated as part
of temporal reliability.

Second, for purposes of a special analysis (discussed later in this
report), "appropriate praise" codes were defined as teacher/manager praise
following within five seconds of the completion of a correct response to a

compliance request/command. Agreement with respect to such events was
evaluated using KAPPA on "occurrences/nonoccurrences." Occurrences were
defined as any instance in which both observers coded "teach0-711Ww-within
five seconds of a corree pupil response; nonoccurrences were defined when
both observers did not code teacher praise WiTh57777e7iiconds of a correct
pupil response. KAPTT-then reflects the proportion of agreement (with respect
to occurrence or nonoccurrence) relative to the number of agreements one could
expect to occur by chance (based on marginal distributions). A KAPPA of +1.0
will obtain when both observers agree exactly on occurrence/nonoccurrence and
where there is at least some variation in coding (i.e., at least some

occurrences and some nonoccurrences coded); a KAPPA of zero indicates that
observers agreed with one another only as much as might be expected by change
(on the basis of marginal distributions), and a KAPPA of -1.0 indicates a

perfect "disagreement", as would be the case if each time one observer coded
an occurrence, the other coded a nonoccurrence, and at least some of each type
of code (i.e., some occurrences and some nonoccurrences) were observed by each
observer. Basically, then, KAPPA describes the degree to which agreement

among observers meets or exceeds the agreement one might expect by chance.

Overall content agreement ranged from 61% to 100%, with a mean of 88%.
Agreement on "appropriate praise" coding (using KAPPA) ranged from +.56 to
+1.00, with a mean of +.83.

Temporal agreement was counted whenever the M.O.R.E. recorded time for
two identical codes matched exactly (the M.O.R.E was set to record times

truncated to the whole second). Temporal disagreement was counted whenever
recorded times for two identical codes differed.

Temporal agreement scores ranged from 33% to 100%, with an average of

76%. Relatively low temporal agreement was, undoubtedly, partially a function
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of at least two factors other than a failure of observers to accurately
identify behaviors and to quickly code them into the M.O.R.E. First, as entry
times were truncated by the M.O.R.E. equipment to the next lowest integer
value of secTai775Biervers could differ by some arbitrarily small amount and
still appear to differ by one whole second. That is, one observer could enter
1 behavioral coae just prior to the advancement of the M.O.R.E, 's internal
clock and another observer could enter the same code just following the
advancement of the internal clock, resulting in an apparent difference of

recording times as one whole second. Secondly, differences in entering codes
other than the one being evaluated could result in some alteration in the
timing with which the code being evaluated was entered. For example, if one
observer coded "teacher prompt" just prior to the end of the trial an the
second observer did not (i.e., an error in content reliability), the observer
who coded the praise might be delayed somewhat in entering the "trial end"
code (i.e., where content reliability exists and temporal reliability is being
assessed). To allow for such problems, agreement to within one second was
also calculated (i.e., agreements could be counted if observers differed in

t:qie by no more than one second, as recorded by the M.O.R.E. system), and
overall temporal agreement increased to an average of 88%.

Procedural Reliability

In addition to the collection of data-collection reliability, project
staff also collected information concerning the degree to which instructional
programs or interventions were implemented according to plan. Basically, each
instructional program (whether devised LI the project staff or not) was
described in a detailed written plan which explained: (1) when the program
was to be conducted; (2) who was involved; (3) program setting and general
materials; ;4) antecedent events, cues or prompts used to initiate responding
and the schedule for using such events; (4) the specific behaviors or

movements which the subject might make (either correctly or incorrectly); and

(5) the consequences for correct and incorrect behavior and the schedule for
their use. An observer, provided with a description of the plan, would
indicate which elements of the plan were followed and not followed during any
given instructional setting. General elements of the program (e.g., setting,
materials) were simply coded as "yes/no;" repetitious elements of the plan
(e.g., the use of planned consequences) were coded as "correct/incorrect" for
each occurrence or opportunity. Procedural reliability was then calculated
as:

100 * (number of correct occurrences)

(number of correct occurrences + number of incorrect occurrences)

Procedural reliability checks were conducted at least once every circa
two weeks for each program. Following each check, feedback concerning any
deviations from the planned program were provided to the program manager
(i.e., teacher or aide). While many programs, particularly those not devised
or implemented by project staff, demonstrated poor procedural reliability when
first implemented, overall procedural reliabilities for all programs averaged
80%. Deviations from planned procedures of special interest to the project
will be discussed below.
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Results of Initial Observations

Observations revealed that the teacher responses most likely to follow
compliance with a command were to simply issue another request for the same or
a different behavior, or to begin attending to another student. Both of those
responses could logically be considered "null consequences" for compliance.
Teacher praise for compliant behavi' (a consequence with at least some data
to support its probable effectiveness) occurred only circa 20% of the time
across all subjects and program managers. The most common teacher responses
to instances of subject noncompliance were (in order of their incidence): (1)
repetition of the request; (2) issuing a "threat" (e.g., "...if you
don't...then I will...") -- threats that were rarely actually acted upon; (3)

providing physical assistance in complying with the request; (4) physically
mandating compliance with the request (i.e., an action similar to physical
assistance, but delivered more abruptly and with sufficient force to guarantee
rapid completion of the task). Data collected during the first two years of
the project would suggest that only the last consequence, physical mandates,
might prove to be an effective consequence for noncompliance in at least some
cases. One tearher did use physical mandates rather frequently, but usually
only after several seconds had passed since the last request and several
additional prompts (request repetitions) had failed to produce the desired
response. In sum, then, it did not appear that teachers or other regular
program managers were employing consequences which might reasonably be

expected to improve the compliance of subjects known to be noncompliant; and
indeed, may actually be using consequences which could lead to the

deterioration of compliant behavior over time.

Effects of "Structured" Programs

It might be hypothesized that at least some noncompliance is due to
poorly structured programs (i.e., programs which can shift from day-to-day and
in which no systematic approach is employed for determining how the program
might be refined to better meet the needs of the individual). To provide at
least a partial test of that hypothesis, at least one Precision-Teaching
program was implemented for each of the 4 experimental subjects who

demonstrated the most consistent patterns of noncompliance. Such programs

were characterized as: (1) targeting "functional skills" of immediate

relevance to the subjects' daily lives; (2) following a detailed,

step-by-step, written plan; (3) the daily collection of rate (or other

time-based) data for monitoring pupil progress; and (4) the use of objective,
performance-based data decision rules for determining when and how a program
should be modified (see Appendix C for an overview of those rules).

Each of the subjects was also involved in at least one other

instructional program devised by regular instructional staff. Observational
data to date had indicated that such programs were characterized by: (1) less

specific plans which left much more latitude for variation in conditions from
day-to-day; (2) frequent unplanned changes in program procedures, often even
several times within a given session; (3) infrequent planned changes in

program procedures (i.e., although procedures tended to vary trom day-to-day,
they were in most cases not actually planned by program managers, at least as
reported to the project staff); and (4) inconsistent approaches for monitoring
pupil progress. If regular assessments were conducted in such programs, the)
tended almost exclusively to provide only accuracy data (i.e., percent correct
trials) and were treated summatively simply to demonstrate that the skill had
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(or had not) been learned after a period of time, rather than as the basis for
daily instructional decisions.

After four months of observation, it was concluded that the effects of
"well structured- programs" on generalized compliance was minimal. While
compliance of subjects during the PT-instructioral sessions per se did tend to
be greater than that, observed during non-PT programs, that compliance did not
produce substantial changes in the rate of compliance outside of the
instructional situation.

Effects of All-Day Compliance Programs

Having determined that the implementation of reasonable procedures within
the context of isolated instructional programs will not produce generalized
changes in compliance (a finding consistent with studies conducted in previous
years), two subjects were selected for involvement in "all-day" compliance
programs. Teachers in classrooms 24 and 44 (i.e., the two classrooms with
staff, willing to participate in the study) were provided a list of possible
compliance-related interventions, including stepping ahead to more difficult
program levels, decreasing the allowable latency for compliance, and
increasing the frequency and/or magnitude of consequences for compliance
and/or noncompliance. The teachers were willing only to attempt to be
consistent in providing praise when the pupil complied to a request within
three seconds, delivering that praise within at least five seconds of
compliance. Teachers continued to provide consequences for noncompliance as
they had prior to the compliance intervention. That is, they did whatever
"came to mind" at the time. There were no consistent responses to
noncompliance either within or across teachers, but most often teachers
simply repeated their request or command after a noncompliant response.

Data collected for a period of four months prior to intervention (October
through February) indicated the following:

Mean Monthly
Subject Classroom % Compliance

Mean % Approp.

Teacher Praise

3702 24 (A) 65%-79.5% 18.1%-35.4% Oct -Jan only)
26 67% 0% (Jan only)
42 55%-66.7% 0%-33.3% all months
44 (B) 62%-100% 0%-23.4% all months

3708 24 (A) 54.2%-87.5% 0%-0% all months)
26 100% 0% (Jan only)
44 (B) 83.3%-97.1% 0%-8.3% (all months)

Interventions (consistent praise for compliance) were then scheduled to
begin in February for subject 3702 in rooms A and B, and in room A for subject
3708 (that subject was already considered acceptably compliant in room B).

Considerable difficulty was encountered in generating teacher procedural
reliability in the use of praise following compliant behavior. By the end of
February (after circa three weeks of "intervention") teacher praise had
increased, but was still consistently less than 50%. By the end of March,
even with feedback on consistency from project staff, teachers still averaged
only 40% reliability in delivering praise following compliance, and the
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teachers reported difficulty in remembering the procedures for both subjects.
Project staff then provided additional exemplars of how the praise should be
delivered and continued to provide feedback concerning teacher reliability.
By the end of April teachers were still averaging less than 50% reliability,
so project staff-provided direct models (with the experimental subjects) and
immediate feedback to teachers following individual compliance trials. Until
that time, no substantial or consistent change in subject performance was
observed, despite moderate increases in the frequency of teacher praise. By
the beginning of May, the teacher in classroom A had achieved an all-time high
of 76% reliability in the implementation of the procedures with subject 3702,
and that subject's performance rose to an average of 87% compliance in both
classroom A and classroom B. The intervention for subject 3708 was never
implemented-reliably (i.e., at a level consistently above 50%) and no change
was observed in that student's behavior. In the middle of May teachers were
instructed to stop praising student 3702 for compliance (a procedure which
they had no difficulty in following), but no decrement in that subject's
performance was observed during the next few weeks (i.e., before school
terminated for the year). Individual charts for the two subjects may be found
in Appendix 0 of this report.

Put simply, the results of the "all-day compliance program" studies were
difficult to interpret. Although baseline data generally indicated patterns
of noncompliance, "peaks" in performance were observed for both subjects into
regions which would generally be considered acceptable levels of compliance
over periois of several days or weeks at a time. Teacher praise during
baseline was generally low or nonexistent, but what variation was observed did
not consistently relate to concurrent levels of pupil compliance. For that
reason alone, the project staff would have preferred to test interventions
other than consistent teacher praise (or, at least, in combination with
praise), but could not gain consent from the persons who would have to De
responsible for implementing the intervention.

The integrity of the study was further compromised by a failure to
achieve reasonable levels of procedural reliability withir a short period.
Overall levels of teacher praise did improve markedly shortly after the
intervention was scheduled to begin, but not to levels which could reasonably
be considered "reliable and consistent." When minimally acceptable levels of
teacher praise were achieved by one teacher in one class, subject performance
improved not only in the classroom where praise was delivered consistently,
but also in the classroom where it was not being delivered consistently. That
sort of generalized effect is, of course, desirable, but in the context of
that particular study, it also suggests the possibility of some unknown
historical confound.

Finally, a withdrawal of the praise failed to produce any notable
decrease in the subject's compliance. Again, while Rich maintenance is

desirable from an educational standpoint, support for the hypothesis that the
behavior changes were dlpendent upon teacher praise was not achieved.

Overall, therefore, the following conclusions were drawn: ("" at least
some teachers of the severely handicapped do nit consistently praise compliant
behavior in pupils known to be generally noncompliant; (2) such teachers may
find it quite difficult to institutE a program of consistent praise for
compliance, even when provided regular feedback concerning their efforts to do
so; (3) achieving reasonable levels of consistency in praising students for
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compliant behavior (i.e., 75% reliability or greater) mu result in

substantial increases in subject compliance which generalized across specific
managers and settings, but such an effect has not been convincingly
demonstrated.

The Effects of Mandates and Repeated Mandates
on the Frequency o Comp ant Be av or

A crorc-subject multiple baseline study was conducted with three
consistently noncompliant subjects located at the Experimental Education Unit
to determine the effects of mandates and repeated mandates delivered as
consequences for noncompliance. Each subject was exposed to three conditions:

Baseline. During baseline the regular instructional staff responded to
instiFEFFar noncompliance in whatever manner they wished. Such responses
most frequently took the form of repeate, requests to -..nmply, physical
assistance, or ignoring the nom' mpliance and not requiring toe subject 6o
perform the desired task. Occasionally managers wild mandate compliance
(i.e., abruptly guide the subject through the task with sufficient force to
guarantee its quick completion), but were inconsistent in doing so and/or did
so only after trying repeated requests or other prompts first.

Mandate & Praise. Following the establishment of a reasonably stable
baseline, managers began to consistently consequate compliance with teacher-
praise and noncompliance with an Immediate mandate (as defined above). In

order for a response to be classified as "compliant" it had to occur within
thrae seconds of the initial request to perform a task; and in order for
teacher praise to be -onsidered an appropriate consequence, it had to follow
the completion of a correct response within three seconds. (Note: in

retrospect, both allowable time limits may have been too long. See the
section on Latency An.lyses, below.)

Repeated Mandates + Praise. After establishing the impact of a single
mandate following noncompiTiFTF, subjects were exposed to a contingency in
which managers would repeatedly mandate a correct performance until a correct
response was performed independently. The procedures were as follows: (1)
issue initial request; (2) if no correct, independent response is observed
within 3 seconds, mandate the correct response and (if necessary) return the
subject to the position Jr condition whicn originally existed (i.e., tha
condition which existed prior to the original request); (3) repeat the
request for the same (independent) behavior; (4) repeat steps 2 & 3, above,
until a correct, independent response occurs within a 3 second latency. In

essence, subjects had to comply to each request with an independent response
within a 3 secondratency in order to terminate the sequence. The only
question was whether that compliance would occur following the initial
request, or some repetition of the request following a mandated trial.
Teacher praise for correct responding to an initial request was continued as
described for the previous phase (see above). Feedback for eventual
compliance in a series where mandates were required was limited to a simple
statement of acceptability (e.g., "that's right").

Under the single-mandate approach the pupil could effectively avoid doing
any particular task by simply not complying with the request. Although that
noncompliance might result in some negative consequence (e.g., time out, a

physical mandate), independent completion of the task could be avoided. Under
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the "repeated mandate" approach the pupil could not avoid independent
completion of the task. Based on the assumption that task-avoidance might be
a reinforcing condition to a noncompliant pupil, it was hypothesized that tde
repeated-mandate condition would prove more effective than the single-mandate
condition.

Each subject was exposed to each successive intervention in a staggered
manner in an attempt to control for pos ?ible historical confounds. Unlike
earlier investigations in other classes, program managers quickly achieved a

minimum of 80% reliability in the implementation of each procedure.

The results of the study (see Appendix E for individual charts) indicated
that the first intervention (praise for corrects & a single mandate for
errors) had little or no positive effect on compliance or day-to-day
variability in compliance. One subject showed a clear improvement in

compliance to initial requests under the "repeated mandates" condition,
achieving levels of compliance ranging from 58% to 83%. Prior to the repeated
mandate condition, that subject had achieved compliance scores above 50% on
only circa 23% of the days studied. The effects of repeated mandates on the
remaining two subjects were less dramatic. Although one subject did achieve
higher levels of compliance under the repeated mandate condition than in

previous conditions, those higher levels of compliance might simply have been
the extension of previously established performance trends. Finally, the

overall compliance of the third subject under the repeated mandate condition
was not not ceably higher than that achieved in earlier conditions. Indeed,
based upon a trend analysis, one might conclude that the third subject's level
of compliance under repeated mandates was inferior to that which might have
been expected if the subject had been left under baseline or single-mandate
conditions. It was possible to undertake only four days of repeated-mandate
instruction prior to summer break, however, so the immediate results obtained
with the third subject are equivocal in all respects.

An analysis of the number of mandates required to produce independent
responding produced more encouraging results. When the repeated mandate
condition was first introduced, all subjects required an average in excess of
ten mandates per request before performing the task independently (medians
over the first three days for the three subjects were 26.14 mandates/trial,
17.11 mandates/trial and 17.42 mandates/trial). Median mandates/trial over

the next three days dropped to 3.8 and 5.18 for the two subjects who were in
that condition for at least six days, and the subject exposed to the condition
for only four days had dropped to an average of 7.83 mandates/trial by the
fourth day. In other words, all three subjects demonstrated progress toward
independent responding in fewer trials unapt the repeated-mandate condition.

Only two subjects returned to the experimental classroom following summer
vacation (a break of circa 6 weeks). The repeated mandate condition was
continued with those two subjects, with encouraging results. Median levels of
compliance (to first request) rose and stayed consistently above 80% (a level
most commonly mentioned as acceptable in the research literature), and

although the number of repetitions required to achieve independent responding
on noncompliant trials had occasional "peaks," the trend for mandates/trial
for both subjects generally decelerated over time, By the end of the study,
each subject required correction on zero, one, two or three three trials per
day, and the median number of repeated mandates required to produce
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independent responding when the subject did fail to comply to the initial
request had dropped to between two and four.

Overall, therefore, the use of repeated mandates to improve the
compliance of severely handicapped students would appear to be a promising

approach. Given the extensive history of noncompliance with all the subjects
studied, and the high levels of compliance achieved by the end of the study,
the effort involved in such an approach would appear justified. The effort to
impiment such a procedure cannot be overlooked, however. All subjects
"tested" the contingency on several days, often requiring several hundred
repeated mandates for a given request before performing independently. It

would appear also that at least two weeks must be allowed before clear effects
of the intervention can be expected. Program managers must be prepared to
"stick with it," therefore, if the long-range benefits of the intervention are
to be realized.

Latency Analyses

A cursory examination of IEPs and instructional plans in classrooms
involved in the study reveals that most teachers either do not mention
allowable latencies in their objective statements (i.e., they do not state how
long they will wait for a response to occur) or they establish allowable
latencies of five seconds or longer. In a survey of the published literature
pertaining to the instruction of the severely handicapped (n=20 studies), only
80% of the studies specified allowable response latencies, and the median
latency mentioned was five seconds (range = 3 seconds to 30 seconds). Several
considerations might argue for much shorter allowable latencies.

First, the effects of consequation are generally diminished in proportion
to the length of delay between the occurrence of a behavior and the delivery
of the accelerating/decelerating consequence. In many cases a "failure to
respond appropriately" is accompanied by other undesirable behavior (e.g.,

self-stimulation, looking away). Delay of feedback for that inappropriate
behavior might, therefore, reduce the effectiveness of the program in dealing
with such problems.

Second, to the extent that avoidance of task is a reinforcing event for a
pupil, delay of feedback for failure to respond may increase the reinforcing
properties of the interaction.

Third, formation of discriminative stimulus properties is generally a

function of the degree to which two stimuli are consistently paired in close
temporal proximity. Given that one wishes a simple request (e.g., "come
here") to acquire discriminative properties (e.g., coming will result in

praise; failure to come will result in a mandate), the feedback (praise or
mandate) should follow the original request very closely in time.

Earlier studies have, indeed, suggested that relatively small allowable

latencies are likely to result in improved performances, especially with
noncompliant pupils (c.f., Haring, Liberty & White, 1980). As a further
investigation of that issue, however, the latency data collected during the
course of the compliance studies were evaluated to determine whether there was
any consistent relationship between latency of response and the probability of

compliance or noncompliance.
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The latencies of ten subjects over a period of thirty-five weeks were
studied. In all, 3475 latencies were recorded during that period, ranging
from 61 latencies for the least studied subject to 1174 latencies for the most
studied subject. Correct responses were recorded for 2366 of those trials,

411/
with 1109 incorrect, mandated or aborted trials. (See Appendlx F for group
and individual performance recor.;s).

The absolute robabilit of correct responding was found to diminish very
rapidly as a unct on ol response delay (latency). Circa 55 percent of all
correct responses to compliance requests occurred within one second of the
initial request, whereas only circa 27 percent of all errors occurred within
the same period; and circa 80% of all correct responses occurred within three
seconds of the initial request, as opposed to only 55% of the errors. The
remaining 20% of the correct responses were distributed over the next 27
seconds (i.e., between 3 and 30 seconds). Curves for all individual subjects
follow the composite curve for all subjects very closely.

The relative _probability of correct responding, when held in.contrast to
errors, demonstrates that responses occurring in less than one second have a
.98 probability of being correct, and that the probability that a response
will be correct drops dramatically to circa .72 by the end of three seconds.
Again, the performance records for all individual subjects closely follows the
composite for all subjects.

The median latency for correct responses over a period of 35 weeks ranged
between one and-two seconds, whereas the median latency for error responses
ranged from one to 9 seconds over the same period. Median error latencies
were as low as or lower than correct latencies during only 6 of the 35 weeks
studied. Moreover, despite general trends up or down in individual subject
levels of compliance during that period, no trend is observable in median
correct or error latencies. That is, even when subjects became more or less
compliant overall, their average correct/error latencies remained relatively
stable.

As a result of those analyses, it was concluded that there is little
reason to wait more than a few seconds for a pupil to respond to a compliance
request. The vast majority of correct responses will occur within 1-3

seconds, if they occur at all, and the longer one waits, the higher the

relative probability that the response (if and when it is emitted) will be
incorrect.
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OBSERVATION CODES

August 1982

STARTING CODES

11 STIMULUS/COMMAND
12 STIMULUS/CO:CAW WITH PROMPT

LATENCY CODE

31 PUPIL BEGINS RESPONDING

ENDING CODES

32 CORRECT RESPONSE
33 INCORRECT RESPONSE
34 TEACHER MANDATES BEFORE PUPIL FINISHES (OR BEGINS) RESPONSE
35 OTHER EVENT INTERRUPTS RESPONSE (PARTIAL TRIAL)

PUPIL BEHAVIOR CODES

41 (;ELFSTIMULATORY BEHAVIOR
42 SAYS OR INDICATES "NO" (REFUSES TO COMPLY)
43 INAPPROPRIATE SOCIALIZING
44 HITS OR FIGHTS
45 CRIES, SCREAMS, TANTRUMS, THROWS OBJECTS
49 STOPS ARV 41-46 BEHAVIOR

4IPLACHER BEHAVIOR CODES

51 GENERAL PRAISE
52 TASK-SPECIFIC PRAISE
53 TOUCHES OR HUGS PUPIL WHILE PRAISING

61 GIVES OBJECT AND PRAISES

71 GIVES FOOD/DRINK AND PRAISES

81 REPEATS ORIGINAL STIMULUS/COMMAND
82 GIVES VERBAL OR SIGNED CUE
83 GIVES GESTURAL CUE
84 GIVES PHYSICAL PROMPT

91 SAYS "NO" OR "THAT'S NOT RIGHT" (VERBAL FEEDBACK)
92 STATES CONSEQUENCE TO PUPIL
93 LEAVES PUPIL AS CONSEQUENCE
94 MOVES PUPIL AS CONSEQUENCE (eg., TI!IEOUT)

95 TEACHER/PUPIL RETURNS (CONCLUSION OF 93 OR 94)
96 MANDATES AFTER INCORRECT RESPONSE
97 AANDATES AaD GIVES VERBAL CORRECTION

98 TAKES AUAY POTNTIAL REINFORCER (RESPONSE COST )



8-9-82
RULES FOR CODING

Stimulus/Command

*Codes 11, 12

Press appropriate keys immediately following command or stimulus

Responses

*Code 31

Press keys at first sign of movement related to requested response.

*Codes 32, 33

Press keys immediately following completion of correct or incorrect
response.

Other Behaviors

*Codes 41, 42, 43, 44, 45

Code these student behaviors at the following times only: After
the command is given if no other response is observed, and at
completion of command-response chain. Do not code "other behaviors"
if they occur simultaneously with student responses or teacher
behaviors.

*Code 49

Code a 49 if a 41 - 45 has been coded previously and the student
has stopped the "other behavior." (Do not use to indicate the
cessation of a 42.) Again, commands, responses and teacher be-
havior take precedence over all 4 codes.

Consequences

*Codes 51, 52, 53
61
71

Press appropriate keys immediately following delivery of the conse-
quence. In the case of the 71, do not code until the food or drink
is actually in the student's mouth.

*Codes 81, 82, 83, 84
91, 92, 96)

Press appropriate keys immediately following observance of cues,
prompts, or feedback.
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*Codes 93, 94, 95

(Rules continued)

Press appropriate keys only after the evert has occurred. For
example: Code a 93 when teacher has left the student; not when
it looks as though s/he might leave. Code a 94 after the student
is actually in a time-out situation. In the same manner, code a
95 after the student (or teacher) has actually returned to the
class.

*Code 96, 97

Code a 96 wily after the teacher's assistance has been completed,
and it is apparent that the student had no opportunity to respond
on his/her own.

*Code 35

Enter a 35 immediately following the observation of an interrup-
tion of the stimulus-response chain.
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Sample Compliance Commands for each Subject
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04:11pirtfir27!!!1391,11111101'*. f M .111411t:141,,,,' "ir:or 1' ' ,.

. 'sachet . "..-l. .

Stimulus Condition Commend verbal or t 1 d Mani Net.. sat Starts StoOs 1 Error Example..
..

getting ready for "Get your coat."; ::' '': puts on coat moves toward coat It on puts coat on floor..
. .... ... .

recess or bus - - .. .,
. . ... . coat ' room : . .,-

.

I

enters room in no command noes to desk: its moves toward sitting in goes to play aria
morning ',IL:A .1. ..'

.

down in. chair desk - chair at or site In wrong .?..
1 ,

desk place 1

,.

anytime "Get something to do," goes to activity begins to sitting at goes to play arses:
or shelf, gets toy and move toward desk with nets toy, but

"...from shelf." returns to desk shelf toy doesn't go to desk

- .; .tanytime "Go to" or "Time for ". goes to destgnated begins to pets to area doesnle move ..:
-circle area In room or leave move toward or enters within 5 sec. .:.

...5.f gym room to go elsewhere area or door hall
bathroo. etc.

..0,
'fititIng ready to "Line up"

.
*tends bi door- begins to standing in stands beside

leave classroom usually behind teache walk to door line peer or teacher ''
.

or another student
:

anytime sitting "Stand up " stands up - may hold swings legs standing -no error response-,
on to managerk arm around to teacher will mandate

. stand .:

. . 4..

anytime standing "Go to seat." goes to desk and sits begins to sitting at_ goes to wrong platey:-
'' ..:. down in chair walk toward desk I..:

.

.:

desk

,,..
"Pick up coat." :. takes coat off hook moves hand t coo off drops coat :. 'IVcoat cm hook In '' .

(with gesture) *: :".:'...
. coat hook in hand

,,,1

cunt room -71
. ry
,=il

0

. :

.

.

% . ;.1 :4:i
f. .1. i

. .
O.

I .

31 .. .. .
.. .

. . . .,

'19

It

4

1



SUB NUMBER TEACHER

STIMULUS CONDITION COMMAND (VERBAL OR SIGNED) COMPLIANT RESPONSE STARTS STOPS ERROR EXAMPLE

Anytime "stand up" . Stands up
Positions legs

to stand. Standing
Does not move

within 5 sec.

Enters P.E. room "Sit on the mat." Sits on the mat. balks towards Seated on
mat.

Does not move,
does not sit.

After Standing from
mat in PE room

"Find your spot." balk to assigned Starts toward Stands on 'x' Does not move
within 5 sec.

Pants wet- need chang ng. "Take off your pants."
All clothing from
waist down removed.

All clothing
removed

No movement
within 5 sec.

.

After removal of wet,
soiled pants

"Put on your pants." All clothing from
waist down put on.

Picks up under-

pants.

All clothing
put on. No movement-5 se.

Anytime
"Come here"(designates
where by pointing)

Moves to designated
spot.

Begins moving
toward spot

Reaches design.

at'ad spot.

Does not move
toward designated

slot.

Preparing for exercis: "Arms up" Puts arms out to side Raises arms Arms at side
Does not move

5 sec.

Preparing for Exercis: "Hands on hips." Places hands on or
near hips

Begins to raise
arms.

Hands or. hips
Does not move
w/in 5 sec.

Preparing for exercis: "Touch your toes"
Bends from waist and
reaches towards toes.

Begins to bend Arms stretched

towards feet.
..................

Does not move
w/in 5 sec.

3433
1



NUMBER TEACHER

STIMULUS CONDITION COMMAND (VERBAL OR SIGNED)

NW
COMPLIANT RESPONSE

T

STARTS STOPS [ ERROR EXAMPLE

No movement with

in 5 sec.

Hands placed in pants
pocket.

Removes hands
from clothing,
mouth.

Hands in pock-
ets

Clothing in mouth "Hands in pockets"

Dressing program

.

"Do your zipper." Zipper connected.
No movement
in 5-sec.

Objects in mouth says,"Not in mouth ." Takes object from
mouth.

Begins removing
from mouth

Object out of
Leaves object

mouth
in mouth

3:i 36
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Stimulus CundiPHi

Anytime

Anytime

.
.11.1.01

wormam .1.010.01.4.1 ...W.

Anytime

T

. (." 7 , ro.md (. c r
1110i.

y 7
a .
1

V
,-

Ir. 11.

na d..i I
SIMIPP' 2 .:)rn l iPaa1t

No s.
P tr p t ./

.

i

!

:! , .. % !,

Begins to

Signed and verbalized Sits down ' sit.

"sit".46
Signed and verbalized
stand ". 1

..... TUN. a/

Stands

*Mb 111111 . a.. .040NY NI. -

8.
%.1.;)

Stands Doesn't sit

Begins to I Sits Won't stand

( stand
.... - '..... -...- .

f
!

ment.
Signed -verbalized "play' Starts playing instru-

Begins to
:

Stops
ing

Ishake or tap:....

.........../...1.1.......
4 (Sign by shapingplayinga for 1 instrument

1
i

Signed and verbalized Removes object from Begins to

Anytime mouth remove °W.

Take objar iout of mouth from mouth

!MN. 111/
Anytime

11111M.111 OM". 1 1111 11,

1aas

10INS111111=11,... ...1.41.

1 . . 1MB ,11 .0. 1 a.m.. ...It IN .
1

play-

!

Won't play

m. I =b.., 111.1

1 Puts Obj. back
in mouth Keeps object in

I mouth.

*v. al. 1 - el...* 4.. - 11, NY...

Signed and verbalized
Comes ;Begins to Stops walking:

i Stops going in

proper direction

"come" 4

follow

............ .M IV .O. o a 1 F. *mo. . . .VW . .....0 . .... . . we n

1
1

)

I i 1

I

1 1

1. MP. 4.010 . Y .
NW .1 1/ 11

1-al, 1.010,1010

1

MD. 0011.0411 .10
. .41* ...ft ..we mow. 40. . Y.*. 111...,

1

t

I t
I I

I
I

;

.. . .. 0.6. *a 11/ ..1. a . . ... a a. a an, o a a- ... a ....,14....0 , 40 rs. ,

i
t 1

.
.
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I

i

1
1 38
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SUBJ NUMBER TEACHER

STIMULUS CONDITION COMMAND (VERBAL OR SIGNED)

....

COMPLIANT RESPONSE STARTS STOPS ERROR EXAMPLE

Keeps arm bent
longer than 5sel

Prone on wedge on rug-

Mgr, sitting facing
her,

"Push ball"
Moves arm away from
body contacting

the ball,

Straightens arm

at elbow
Contact with

ball

Anytime head is not in

harness

"Head up" Raises head to mid-

line

Begins to raise

head

Head in mid-
line

Head down longer

than 5 sec.

When seated in wheelchair "Hand down" Lowers arm to tray
Hand moves tower

or lap
lap

Hand on tray

or lap

Raises hand

4/146[ KAI&
hi S_sae

When seated in wheelchai "Give me your arm" w/

gesture
Raises arm to shoulder

Arm moves upward Forarm shoulder

height

Moves arm in
different
direction

During music and going to

the bus
"Wave Bye-Bye"

Arm moves up-
Raises arm to shoulder

ward
level,

Forarm
shoulder
height

Moves arm in

different

direction

Lunch time "Hold the galss"

"Hold the .( ,rattle)

Grasps glass or rattle
Moves hand to

presented to her object
Grasping obj. Does not move

w/in 5 sec

3 9 40



subje.: Humber T,ocher

Stimulus Cunditica .;umognd (werbal o. Starts 1 Stu~ .+r --e.

Anytime Sign in hand "come" Walks to designated
area

S' .. ... '
. ;* i ... : took 3lier,.. 1 ..

......... . .... t VI, .. 0,

begins to i arrives at
move destination Won't move

11111111 . Sae .

1

Anytime Sign in hand "stand un" Gets up Begins to Is standing Doesn't move

rise

Muisc class

Anytime

amt......emo004mmommimmom....... ..,10 ,,
1

Plays instrument- Begins task Finishes I Throws work on

Sign in hand "Work" task
(Begins working) I floor.

1.. i 04 0.4. AMMO ak .... um...a 114 0 *Ma,. ft...

i

Remains I

Sign in hand "sit" sits I Starts to si
seated

down41 Ima AMR...mm=0

1 NM .10. 0/01 .1110 -

API** 1* 44 . ea,

~
4

1

.. .

o.

Non't sit down

f ..dr .

M .

ow

WA, HE.... .....0 0..41- .. .. 01/ .

42



S,JBJ NUMBER TEACHER

STIMULUS CONDITION COMMAND (VERBAL OR SIGNED) COMPLIANT RESPONSE STARTS STOPS ERROR EXAMPLE

anytime "stand up" stands up positions legs to
stand

standing does not move
w/i 5 sec.

after standing from
mat (PE)

4........

"Find you spot" Walk to assigned "X"
on floor

moves toward "X" stands on "X" does not move
w/i 5 sec.

anytime

.....

"come here" (designates by
pointing)

moves to designated
spot

begins moving to-
wards spot

reaches disig-
nated spot

does not move
toward designate%
spot w/i 5 sec.

enters P.E. room "sit on Mat" sits on mat moves toward mat sitting on mat

si.,

does not sit on
mat w/i 5 sec

preparing for exercise "arms up" puts arms out to side raises arms arms at side does not move w/i
5 sec.

preparing for exercise "hands on hips" Places hands near or
on hips

begins to raise
arms

hands on hips does not move w/i
5 sec.

preparing for exercise

1

:.

°touch your toes" bends from waist and
reaches towards toes

begins to bend arms stretched
towards feet does not move w/i

5 sec.

anytime "find your seat" sits in chair moves toward chai seated in chair does not move w/i
5 sec.

Enters room "sit at the table" W/sign Goesto.table and si
'loves toward

:s table. . . ;a

Is sitting

at table -

Doesn't move
, .

43 44
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%ubjec Numb Tilacherer

Stimulus Cunditioo .;cmoland (%gerbal Con. liant Res WA I ....0tOrtS.

1.40

Anytime Standing "Come" with sign. Designa!tes 'loves near person

M14.4.1....=.00~4...

Anytime Sitting

aaaMMIO.....Oftelmommimilmaa0O.MIN1.1.10110M.

area.

../.110Wf.1164/... .4 SO,

"Stand Up" (with sign) Stands

speaking

Moves toward Arrives near
person person

111.1110.1.1111111.

.. - /Oft.. jftftftftp wmft

Doesn't move

Sal i . ...am MI

Begins stand Is standing Doesn't move

ing
Amara la a.m. I am lmarall 11 .II MO

Anytime "Point to..." (Requested Points to requested obj.1 Lifts hand
obj. or person) or person

I

114ft.. MMaaa..... r.... ...........4..........1............... 0001 maftmWw ..... aim ......

points to Doesn't move

obj or perso
4

aftalmla 1 oft...1ftawro mamma

... a ft ...0 NO ft es ft...ft ft

. . . ARO . ..- M. 1. ftftft.ftft.11.11.11......

OW ftaam.-.. 11M Oft ft.= .fte ft.ft

..1111..... . I at. ...A.A. ...a ft - ft . ftaft
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SUBJ UMBER MP.
TEACHER

STIMULUS CONDITION COMMAND (VERBAL OR SIGNED)

.1.1.

COMPLIANT RESPONSE STARTS

_

STOPS
MI
ERROR EXAMPLE

anytime "stand up" stands up positions legs to
stand

standing doei not stand
w/i 5 sec.

Enters P.E. room "sit on the mat" sits on mat moves toward mat seated on mat does not sit on
mat w/i 5 sec.

after standing from
mat .::,

"find your spot" walk to assigned "X"
on floor

starts toward "X" stands on "X" does not go to
"X" w/i 5 sec.

Preparing for exercise "Arms Up" Put arms out to side Raisies arms Arms at side Does not move
w/in 5 sec.

Preparing for exercise "Hands on hips" Places hands on or
near hips

Begins to raise
arms.

Hands on hips Does not move
w/in 5 sec.

Preparing for exercise "Touch your toes."
Bends from waist and
reaches towards toes.

Begins to bend.
Arms stretched
towards feet.

Does not move
w/in 5 sec.

Anytime "Sit down" Sits on a chair Starts toward
chair Seated in chair Does not move w/

5 sec.

47 4S



SUBJ NUMBER
Wmaawa...

TEACHER 4

.my

STIMULUS CONDITION COMMAND (VERBAL OR SIGNED)

NMI

COMPLIANT RESPONSE STARTS STOPS
W
ERROR EXAMPLE

Comes into PE room "Sit on the mat" Sits on her mat Moves toward mat
Sits on her
assigned spot

Wanders about

room. Does not

move w/in 5 sec.

Anytime "Stand Up" Stands up Positions legs to

stand.

Standing
Does not move.

Anytime "Come here"(designates
where by pointing)

Moves to designated
spot,

Begins moving
toward spot

Reaches design

spot

ted
Does not move to
ward designated

1:1 Program dressing "Tie your shoe" Uses right hand to
cross laces Picks up shoe

laces

Laces are
crossed.

Does not move w/

5 sec.

Anytime "Give me .

11 Gives obj. requested
)xtds hand w/
obj. Towards T.

1. cen easily
rerove obj. fro
their hands

Keeps obj close
to body -

No movement w/i
5 sec.

Preparing for exercise "Arms Up" Put arms out to side Raises arms Arms at side Does not move w/
5 sec.

Preparing for exercise
,

"Hands on hips."
Places hands on or

near hips.

Begins to raise

arms.

Hands on hips
Does not move

w/in 5 sec

Preparing for exercise "Touch your toes."
Bends from waist and
reaches towards toes,

Begins to bend Arms stretche.

towards feet.

Does not move

w/in 5 sec.

] 511.



SUBS NUMBER TEACHER

STIMULUS CONDITION COMMAND (VERBAL OR SIGNED) COMPLIANT RESPONSE
4

STARTS STOPS
MOI
ERROR EXAMPLE

Enters P.E. room sits on mat moves toward mat sitting on mat does not sit WI
5 sec.

anytime

11.......

"stand up" stands up

moves to designated

spot

....w .111NONIMMONV

positions legs to standing
stand

w

limilmMIEW

does not stand
w/i 5 sec

anytime "come here" (designates by
pointing)

starts moving to- reaches desig-

wards spot nated area

does not move to
designated spot
w/i 5 sec.

after standing from
mat

"find your spot" walk to assigned "X"
on floor

moves toward "X" stands on"x" does not move
to "X" w/i 5
sec.

preparing for exercise "arms up" puts arms out to side raises arms arms at side does not move
w/i 5 sec.

preparing for exercise "hands on hips" places hands on or
near hips

begins to raise hands on hips

arms

does not move
w/i 5 sec.

preparing for exercise

-

"touch your toes" bends for waist and
reaches towards toes

begins to bend arms stretched
towards feet

I-...-
moves toward I seated in chair

chair

does not move w/
5 sec.

does not sit
w/i 5 sec.anytime "sit down"

--___...............

sits in chair

Enters room "Sit at that table." Sits at designated
tabte

--
Moves toward Sits at table

table
Doesn't move

51 52
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subje4Ctiumher Ttacher ,.. -

Stimulus Cunditico .4109,.0cmoand o,r....12LaciLlz.slar......Resobe Starts Stuk?
..... e 404.

Enters room

Anytime

"Sit at that table"

"Stop rocking"

Anytime sitting "Stand up"

Moves toward Sits at tabl

sits at designated table table
'

Sits still

Stands

Anytime Standing "Sit down" She sits

Doesn't move

/ or.IMNIN

I

Sits still f sits still Keeps rocking

.11 W n , a . i

Begins gett nn
Stands Doesnt move

up

Begins

sitting

wit 1
1M. 4..MININIONONNINNINN.W.. - ....wow.. 4 01 00.

sits Doesn't move

I

I

sw

, . Ve It- 00
/ *Oar I rakommrwm, - V1 1_q * .0~0.

..... 41 . 111
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litPe an... . .
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Subject Number. Teacher 1111p

Stimulus Condition Command (verbal or signed )

"find your place on the
mat"

Compliant Response

sits on assigned spot

I Starts

moves toward
mat

Stops

sitting on

assigned spot

Error Example

sits on non assign-
ed spot

Enters P.E. room

any time when seated "stand up" stands up within 8 sec. positions legs
to stand standing does not stand

within 8 sec.

after standing from
Ma t

"find your spot" walks to assigned "X" on
P.E. floor

moves toward
"X"

standing on
assigned "X"

moves in direction
other than toward
X

anytime "come here" (designates
where by pointing)

moves to designated spot begins moving
towards spot

reaches des-
ignated spot

does not move toward
designated spot

w/i 5 sec.

close of P.E. period "go to class" moves form P.E. room to
next class within 3 min,

goes out door when enters
next period
classroom w/i
3 min.

does not go to
correct classroom
w/i 3 min.

sittina, w/ feet on
chair

"put your feet down" puts feet on floor straightens
legs

feet on floor feet remain on chair
longer than 5 sec.

morning "good morning, Eva" or
hi Eva"

"good morning" or "hi" begins speak-
ing

end of phrase no response w/i 5
sec.
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walks to- iclosed locks goes to wrong

Enters 40 building S No command puts coat in locker ward lock -der door i locker
1

er

IVO 81.00. NW *111140 4/010,1000010, 041.0.1M 1.00 0 *.114. . * "---

locker door closed no command goes to room 45 at;fmoves towarp arrives ati goes to other
1room 45 doorway .room.

4

~10.111M 41.6.1 w1 . 7 ft 0.
Standing in doorway "Go to language" Turns around and r turns to- i through I Goes into room

of room 45 walks to room 43 i ward hall 'doorway of 145.
1room 43
I

11..P..., 4 1 . 6 1 . 1

an l.. 000 4 ...
Anytime sitting "Stand UP" Stands up ;Leans for- IStanding

ward
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remains sitting
longer than 5
sec.

Wm al as "W ...a. W. l we s w.. ...0 "wow .. ...T .45-

Anytime standing "Eva, Come, go
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00 IR.

Goes to designated !Walks towar1 At desig- Goes to anothe
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Subject Number Teacher \

Stimulus Condition Command (verbal or signed) Compliant Response Starts Stops Error Example
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Subje4Ctiumber Tftacher

. -.......... .da. 1.4w....... .4 . ..

Stimulus Cunditioo ,:omumnd 6,erbal o,..1122141.12:211.1alte.nbe 1 Starts
............ .... ae4arietwamm smarm alaIII0"0.00 ............ ..... Wig.

1.41 i

I
Coming into school 'Hang up your coat" Hangs up coat
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Open your locker
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Put in your lunch box

OpenS locker

10111111..

Starts to
hang coat

.1.1101.111/.4

.1.1. ...110111.111NWO 4.8. .

Puts in lunch box

Anytime in classroom "Go to your chair"

Do your work

=.awirmwrilw

closes locker

Stwv,
w

Coat is hung
up

Starts to op
locker.... warle veils

Starts to p
box in

locker ,

INWM.

Locker is
n open

Starts to
closed

close locker

INN.

Lunch Box is
in locker

I. .
. ..... .

Drops coat on
locker floor

won't open locker

A '

Drops lunch box

on floor
............... *a.m... wi.......___. _.......,.......

Locker is i Won't close locker
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SUBJAIINUMBER TEACHER

STIMULUS CONDITION COMMAND (VERBAL OR SIGNED) COMPLIANT RESPONSE STARTS STOPS

.m.

ERROR EXAMPLE

anytime "stand up" stands up positions legs to
stand

standing does not stand

anytime "come here" (points to des-
ignated spot)

moves to designated
spot

begins moving
towards spot

reaches desig-

nated spot
does not move
toward desig-
nated spot

..........

enters P.E. room

1:1 dressing

"sit on the mat" sits on mat

...m .r,

walks toward mat sitting on mat moves In another
direction

" c belt in" inserts belt into
buckle

takes hold of
belt ends

belt thru
buckle

does not put
belt thru buckle
w/i 0 sec.

any time "sit down" sits down in a chair moves toward chat seated in chair

coat is on

does not move
w/i 5 sec.

does not move
w/i 5 sec.

getting ready to load
bus

"put your coat on" puts coat on

, 9

goes towards lock
er to get coat

close of P.E. period "go to Kristi's room" goes from P.E. to
Kristi's w/i 3 min.

AMPII....

goes out door enters Kristil
room

does not go to
correct classroom
w/i 5 min.

after signing needs to
toilet "go to the bathroom" goes from room to

bathroom

leaves room arrives at
bathroom

does not go from
room to bathroom

Enters room
Aaron, sit at the table

in the back an
oes to back table

--....-

doves toward
table

Sits in chair
at back table

Goes to wrong
table- doesn't
move

1 0 a
Anytime sitting "Aaron, stand-up" He stands Begins standing Is standing Doesn't move
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APPENDIX C

Overview of Data-Based Performance Rules
(Making Daily Classroom Decisions)



MAKING DAILY CLASSROOM DECISIONS1'2

by
Owen R. White

University of Washington

In the beginning nature provided the only education available. If a pupil failed to
prosper and progress under nature's tutelage, he or she simply ceased tt exist. It was
rather an all or nothing, inflexible system. It was such an effective system, however,
that it charged surprisingly little until very recent times. True, as the human species
became more "civilized" it developed more effective means for supporting the basic
existence of its members, but from an educational standpoint, it remained quite
inflexible. If a pupil failed to prosper and learn under a given educational system, the
pupil was simply dismissed. Eventually, certain compassionate and open-minded
people began to realize that children who failed to do wt11 in a typical educational
system might still meet with success if alternative approaches were explored. Schools
for the deaf, the blind, the orthopedically handicapped and even the mentally retarded
began to emerge. The "system" began to respond to the needs of the children, rather
than demanding that the reverse be true.

Initial attempts to adapt educational approaches to meet the needs of the pupil
were centered on the notion that children, while not all alike, could still be classified
into relatively homogeneous subgroups. If a child was blind, he needed "mobility"
training. If a child were deaf, certain adaptations were required in the communication
curricula. If a child were crippled, various occupational therapy or physical therapy
approaches would be advised. If a child were mentally retarded, the curriculum would
be watered down, a ceiling on expected development would be imposed, and basic skills
would be drilled in endless repetition. Each approach was, in retrospect, still likely to
be somewhat inflexible, but at least it represented some attempt to meet the special
needs of the pupil. It was a start.

1

2

This paper was originally prepared for presentation at the 1981 national conference
of the American Educational Research Association in Los Angeles California. The
presentation was part of a symposium entitled "Issues in the Assessment of
Handicapped Infants and Preschool Children," chaired by Walter Hodges, 15 April
1981.

The research leading to the development of the rules presented in this paper was
supported, in part, by a grant entitled "An Investigation of Stages of Learning and
Facilitating Instructional Events for the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped" (Norris
G. Haring, Principal Investigator), funded by the U.S. Office of Special Education,
Department of Education, Project No 443CH6039A, Grant No. G007500593; and by
a grant entitled, "The Impact of Evaluation in Special Education" (Owen R. White,
Principal Investigator), funded by the U.S. Office of Special Education, Department
of Education, Project No. 443CH00399, Grant No. G007605521. Those interested in
copies of the final project report for those grants should contact the author at the
Experimental Education Unit, Child Development and Mental Retardation Center,
W3-10, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195. Persons undertaking to
conduct such projects under government sponsorship are encouraged to express
freely their own professional judgment in the interpretation of results. Points of
view or opinions expressed in this paper, therefore, do not necessarily represent the
official position of the U.S. Office of Special Education.
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In the last fifteen or twenty years, attempts to identify appropriate educational
strategies be sed on observable child characteristics have become quite refined and
sophisticated. In what has become known as "diagnostic/prescriptive teaching,"
extensive and detailed assessments are conducted to evaluate the pupil's physical well
being, current level of performance in a wide range of skill development areas and,
perhaps, even the child's reaction to various instructional procedures and
environmental conditions (c.f., White, in press). The precision with which potentially
effective instructional programs could be identified improved dramatically. As
traditionally practiced, however, even the diagnostic/prescriptive approach to program
development was relatively inflexible after the initial program was devised and
implemented. The pupil might be reassessed every few months or at the end of each
year, but between those infrequent assessments, programs were generally conducted in
a consistent and unchanging manner. It wasn't until the late nineteen sixty's when the
notiun of more frequent assessment and systematic program revision began to take
hold.

In an article entitled the "Direct measurement and prosthesis of retarded
children," Linde ley (1964) suggested that teachers might successfully apply basic
behavioral methodology in their classrooms. That is, if teachers were to carefully
document the conditions under which instruction takes place and monitor daily pupil
progress, they would be able to identify program revision needs in a more timely
manner and judge the effectiveness of each new program more precisely. For the
most part, Lindley's suggestions worxed, and today there are literally thousands of
teachers, parents, children and other people using what has become known as
"Precision Teaching." In essence, Precision Teaching is a set of guidelines for
describing behavior, the instructional plan or conditions under which the behavior
occurs, monitoring the frequency or rate with with the behavior occurs, chs-ting the
pupil's progress on a standard "behavior chart" and describing the changes whilh occur
in the behavior or rate of progress with each new revision in the plan.

The feedback which Precision Teaching provides concerning the effectiveness of
different instructional approaches can be very powerful in helping teachers to shape
their own behaviors and become more responsive to the individual needs of each pupil.
If the pupil's correct rates are "going up" and the errors are "going down", the program
can be left alone. If the pupil is "flat" (not changing) or changing in the wrong
direction, the program should be revised...and revised again...and again, until the pupil
begins to make satisfactory progress in the right direction. That seems simple. But
there are times when it doesn't prove simple enough.

One of the advantages to Precision Teaching is its highly standardized, uniform
approach to monitoring and charting the course of a pupil's progress. Since the same
type of chart is used to display all of the programs one might he running, it is possible
to make quick and meaningful comparisons arrimg programs and to develop a "feel" or
"expectancy" concerning the way successful programs should look. That facilitates the
formation of progress standards and, in turn, makes it easier for teachers to spot
programs that need to be revised. It takes time to develop those expectancies and
standards, however, and many teachers simply don't work with the system long enough
to reach a point where it becomes truly useful. Even for teachers who have developed
standards and expectancies, the charted record of a pupil's progrer :an sometimes be
difficult to interpret. Children don't always just "march up the chart" in a nice,
orderly fashion. They may progress for several days in a row and then "backslide."
Some children's performances are An erratic that it's difficult to ditornine whether
the program is working or not. Finally, even if it becomes obvious- 1;4k program is
not working as it should, many teachers are at a loss as to what' ght change.
The net result of all those problems is that even when teachers h monitor and
chart the pupil's progress every day, a certain proportion of those programs may be
ineffective and yet be continued ad nauseam.
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The rules discussed in this paper were developed over a period of about ten years
to address these problems. Specifically, they were developed to help teachers make
more timely and effective decisions about: 1) when a program should be changed, and
2) how a program should be changed. Before discussing those rules, however, it is
important to point out that they do not replace the basic procedures of Precision
Teaching. Rather, the new rules discussed in this paper only expand that system to
make it more immediately and consistently effective as a feedback mechanism for
teachers. Indeed, although the rules discussed here might conceivably be adapted for
use with other systems for monitoring and charting pupil progress, this author is
convinced that they would be far more clumbey to use. Indeed, the rules themselves
would never have emerged if it were not for the fact that the Precision Teaching
system allows such a diverse range of behavior to be placed in a common, easily
interpreted perspective. It will help, therefore, to begin with a few of the basic:
Precision Teaching tenets.

Some Basic "Givens"

In order to derive the greatest benefit from the rules which will be discussed in
this paper, the following practices must be employed. For a more complete
description and discussion of each practice, the reader should consult one of several
available books on Precision Teaching (e.g., White & Harim, 1980; Kunzelmann,
Cohen, Hulten, Martin & Mingo, 1970; Pennypacker, Koenig & Linda ley, 1972). A more
complete list of desirable "givens" may also be found in Haring, Liberty & White (note
1).

Build Behavior
The primary function of a teacher is to help each pupil build new skills or refine

old skills (e.g., learning to tie shoes, identify numbers, or improve speech patterns).
The rules which will be discussed in this paper were designed to help make the right
decisions in just that type of situation. If the teacher also finds it necessary to
"manage" certain behaviors (e.g., to decelerate "self-stim" or "agresaive behavior"),
the rules discussed below may still be of help in deciding whether a program is
working, but they will not help in deciding what type of revision to try if the program
is not working.

Provide Opportunities for the Pupil to Demonstrate the Behavior
In order to accurately assess a pupil's progress in building or refining a skill, the

pupil must first be given the opportunity to practice and demonstrate the skill.
Ideally, situations will be set up which allow the pupil to demonstrate the skill at least
ten times during any given assessment. If that is not possible, the rules which will be
discussed in this paper can be adapted to help make decisions about "low frequency"
behavior (c.f., Haring, Liberty & White, note 1), but those adaptations will be
somewhat harder to use. Of course, concern for the number of opportunities provided
for practice should extend beyond a single assessment. It is also important to provide
for practice on as many days of the week as possible. The rules discussed in this paper
will be most useful (and the pupil will make better progress) if practices and
assessments are scheduled daily.

Collect Information Concerning both Count and Time
Traditionally, teachers monitor only the number of correct and error behaviors a

child emits during an assessment and then, perhaps, trans.ate those counts into a
"percentage correct" statement which describes the pupil's accuracy. For reasons
which will become more apparent later in this paper, accuracy or percentage data
alone will not be sufficient for choosing the most effective instructional procedures.
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Each assessment-should also be conducted in a manner which allows the evaluation of
the pupil's fluency, or the "ease" with which he or she is able to complete the task.
The most common method is to count the correct and error behaviors, time the entire
assessment session, and then divide the counts by the time to find the pupil's "correct
rate per minute" and "error rate per minute." In some cases, however, latency (timing
how long it takes a child to begin to respond) or duration (how long does each response
take to complete, once it begins) will be more useful. The rules presented in this
paper pertain only to rate data, but rules for other time-based types of data have also
been developed (c.f., Haring, Liberty & White, note 1).

Chart the Pupil's Progress
Most of the rules for deciding when and how to change programs require thEt the

teacher have a clear picture of the pupil's day-to-day progress over at least the last
week (and frequently for periods extending much further back). The easiest way of
forming that picture is to keep a simple chart of assessment results. The rules
discussed here were originally developed using the standard behavior chart and are
expressed in terms which require that the same type of chart be used by the person
who wishes to employ the rules. The rules might be adapted for use with other types
of charts (or, indeed, no chart at all), but would probably be much more difficult and
time-consuming for the teacher to employ.

Set Aims
The rules for deciding when and how to modify instructional programs to make

them more effective will only work if the teacher has a clear set of lima or goals in
mind. Specifically, it is important that separate performance aims be established for
correct and error behaviors (e.g., sorting shapes correctly at a rate of 30 per minute
with two or fewer errors) and that a specific date has been set for reaching those
aims. If there are no performance aims, it will be impossible to tell when the pupil has
adequately demonstrated the skill to be taught; and if there is no aim-date, then it will
be impossible to tell if a pupil is progressing at an acceptable rate.

Assuming that each of the conditions outlined above has been met, it will be
relatively simple to apply the decision rules as described in this paper. By necessity
the review of the rules which follows must be brief perhaps too brief to provide the
reader with enough information to actually implement the rules successfully. If so,
the reader is encouraged to consult White & Haring (1980) and Haring, Liberty & White
(note 1) for more detailed Information and examples.

Deciding When to Change

If a pupil is making no progress at all, the need for a program change should be
obvious. Difficulty arises, however, when trying to decide whether a pupil who is
progressing is developing the skill rapidly enough to reach his or her performance aim
within the time available. Some "standard" for acceptable progress needs to be
established. The simplest and most useful way of establishing that standard is to find
what Liberty (1972) calls the "minimum 'celeration line."

30.R. Lindsley and C.H. Koenig, Standard behavior charts are available through
Behavior Research Co., Box 3351, Kansas City, KS 66103.
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Finding the Minimum 'Celeration Line
1) Draw an Aim-Star on the Chart. The instructional aim is indicated on the

chart by drawing a little star at the intersection of the performance aim and the aim-
date. For example, if the instructional aim is to raise the pupil's correct rate to alevel
of 30 correct behaviors per minute within three weeks, the star would be drawn on
intersection of the line which represents 30 per minute on the chart and the line which
represents a day three weeks in the future (see Figure la).

(2) Complete Three Daily Assessments of the Skill. Any single assessment of a
child's skill may be misleading. The child may not feel well on any given day, or
perhaps it will take a little time for the child to understand what the teacher wants
him or her to do. In any event, in order to get a reasonably accurate picture of the
pupil's actual skill at the beginning of the program, it is advisable to assess the pupil
for at least three days.

(3) Draw a "Start-Mark" to Indicate the Pupkitial Skill. The results of the
first three assessments are summarized by drawing a little circle, or "start-mark" at
the intersection of the middle (second) day of the three assessments and the middle
(second to lowest or highest) performance value (see Figure lb).

(4) (Draw the Minimum 'Celeration Line. Having decided where we want the
pupil to end up (the aim star) and where the pupil is now (the start-mark), it is a simple
matter to -describe how rapidly the pupil will have to progress to get from one to the
other. Just draw a line from the start-mark to the aim-star. That line does not
necessarily describe how rapidly the pupil will progress, but it does establish a
minimum standard for acc table progress if the pupil is to reach his or her aim within
the time available (see figure lc .

Using the Minimum 'Coloration Line to Decide
If and When a Program Change Should Be Made

(1) Continue to monitor the pupil's progress. Assess the pupil as often as
possible and chart the results.

(2) If the pupil falls below the minimum 'celeration line for three days in a
row, change the program. The pupil may fall below the line for one day, or even two,
and still have little or no difficulty in reaching his or her aim on time. Experience has
shown, however, that if a pupil falls below the minimum 'celeration line for three days
in a row, there is less than a 6% chance that he or she will still reach the aim by the
date established -- unless a change in the program is made (Liberty, 1972; White &
Liberty, 1976Xsee figure 2a).

(3) Change the Program. Revise the instructional plan and implement the new
program as quickly as possible (rules for deciding how to change the instructional plan
will be discussed later). Note the change in program on the chart by drawing a heavy
vertical line just before the day when the new program was put into effect.

(4) Draw a New Minimum 'Celeration Line. Since the pupil has already failed
to meet the old minimum 'celeration line, it will be necessary to establish a new
standard for progress. If the aim-date can be delayed somewhat, the new line might
be drawn from the pupil's current level of performance, parrallel to the old minimum
'celeration line, until it crosses the previously established performance aim (see figure
2b). If the aimdate cannot be changed, then draw the new line from the current level
of performance to the old aim-star (see figure 2c). Daily assessments are then
continued, and the rules described above are employed with the new minimun
'celeration line to decide if any further changes are needed.

ID4 'Celeration is the root of deceleration and acceleration -- the two directions that
performance can change.
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Does the Minimum 'Celeration Line Really Help?
Yes, it would appear that the minimum iceleration line can significantly improve, the chances that timely decisions will be made about the need for program revision

and, in turn, that those decisions will result in greatly improved pupil progress. In one
study (Bohannon, note 2), teachers were more than five times more successful in
remediating skill deficits when they employed the minimum sceleration line than when
they did not. In another study, pupils in classes using the minimum 'celeration line
consistently achieved higher rates of progress than similar pupils in classes where
those procedures were not used, even if the teachers in those other classes were still
collecting and charting daily assessment information (Mirkin, Note 3).

Deciding What to Change

If and when a program change becomes necessary, there are several different
ways in which the program might be revised. The most common strategies include:

(1) Stepping back to a more basic, easier skill;
(2) Revising instructions cues, prompts, materials or feedback strategies in an

attempt to provide the pupil with more information about how the task should be
completed and what is expected of him or her;

(3) Provide more powerful reinforcers or consequences in an attempt to
increase or maintain the pupil's incentive to work as well as he or she is able; or

(4) Step ahead to a more advanced skill, and assume that the pupil has really
mastered the skill in question and only needs "greater challenges."

Teachers are likely to prefer only one of the strategies listed above, only trying
something else if their preferred strategy meets with consistent failure. The most
commonly preferred strategy is stepping back (Hating, Liberty & White, note 4),
possibly because it is more comforting to assume that the pupil needs something
easier, rather than question the effectiveness of the basic instructional plan. In fact,
however, no single strategy is likely to be consistently successful, and even if a plan
meets with initial success in promoting pupil progress, it may lose its effectiveness as
the pupil's needs change. The decision rules discussed below have been designed to
assist the teacher to identify the actual instructional needs of the pupil at any given
point in time; and select the type of program revision which is most likely to meet the
pupil's changing needs.

Phases of Learning & Changing Instructional Needs
In order to truly master any given skill, a pupil will pass through several

different phases of learning: acquisition, fluency-building, application and adaptation.
Each new phase will impose somewhat different demands upon the learner and, in turn,
may require adjustments in instructional strategies if continued progress toward
mastery is to be realized. The research discussed in this paper addressed only the first
two levels of learning (acquisition and fluency building), so the remainder of this paper
will discuss only them.

Acquisition. At first, a pupil must acquire a basic competence in performing the
skill correctly -- he or she must learn how to perform the task. If the pupil runs into
difficulty during this phase of learning, revisions in the instructional plan designed to
provide the pupil with more information (e.g., cues, prompts, corrective feedback) are
most likely to be successful. That is not to say that "motivation" may not be a
problem, but arranging only for more powerful reinforcers when the pupil simply does
not know what to do is very unlikely to be sufficient.

Fluency-Building. It is not sufficient for a pupil to simply acquire, or know how
to perform a skill. Practice with the skill must continue until until the pupil can
perform the task well. The level of fluency required with a skill is usually based on
some form of competition, but not necessarily in the traditional sense of the word.
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Competition with peers may play a role with some skills (e.g., atheletic or academic
games), but more often than not, the fluency standards for most of a preschooler's
skills will be determined by adults or other behaviors in the pupil's ow^ repertoire. For
example, if a child's parents have only about 15 minutes to see that their child is
dressed so they can complete their morning routines and get to their jobs on time, then
the child must meet that fluency standard or the parents will simply not allow the
child to dress himself. Similarly, if it is easier for the child to tie his shoe laces in a
knot than to struggle through a bow, the knot is likely to win out.

Simple drill is generally the most effective way of building fluency with a skill.
Just have the pupil perform the task over and over again. The problem with drill is
that it can be very boring. If the pupil appears to be having difficulty during the
fluency-building phase of learning, therefore, it will probably be necessary to arrange
for more powerful reinforcers or consequences -- something to make the continued
drill worthwhile to the child. Adding more instructional events (cues, prompts, etc.)
may just compound the problem. After all, the child knows pretty well what to do, he
or she just needs a reason for doing it.

Identifying the Phase of Learning
Common sense might dictate that a pupil would be in the acquisition phase of

learning until he or she was 100% successful in completing the task accurately, and
then would pass into the fluency-building phase of learning. If that were the case, it
would then be possible to decide which strategy would work by simply assessing the
child's accuracy. Unfortunately, that is not the case. Most pupils begin to pass from
acquisition into fluency building before all the steps in a task have been fully acquired.
Just because a child does not know all the letters in the alphabet does not mean that
he or she cannot begin to build fluency with those already learned. The pupil may even
have actually acquired all the steps in a task, and simply make careless errors out of
boredom. it is possible, therefore, that the child reaches a point where strategies
appropriate for fluency building (increased consequation) become more important than
strategies appropriate for acquisition (increased cues, and feedback) long before the
pupil ever demonstrates 100% accuracy. Even if the teacher has no real interest in
fluency, therefore, it may become necessary to attend to that phase of learning in
order to reach a point where the pupa reliably demonstrates the skill with an
acceptable level of accuracy. To complicate matters further, it is possible for a pupil
to be 100% accurate on some tasks and still not really have acquired the desired skill.
For example, rathor than learning the value of a number, a child may use elaborate
counting strategies to determine the time of day. So even if the pupil is 100%
accurat, a continued emphasis on instruction (cues, prompts, feedback) may still be
necesary.

Fortunately, things are not quite as hopeless as they might at first seem. There
are some relatively simple rules for determining the phase of learning in which a pupil
is currently developing and, thereby, for deciding which type of program revision is
likely to be most effective in promoting continued learning. Before those rules can be
employed, however, it will first be necessary to review a few procedures for describing
the pupil's performance.

Describing Patterns of Learning5

Four aspects of a pupil's performance will be important for evaluating his or her
needs: the trend or progress in correct performance over the past six assessments; the
variability in correct performances; the ratio of correct to incorrect performances;
and the overall fluency (rate) of correct performances.

5 The patterns of learning described here are similar to the concept of "learning
pictures" discussed by O.R. Lindsley at the Big Sky Precision Teaching Conference,
Kalispell, Montana, Summer 1917. 136 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Trend in Correct Performances. A line should be drawn through the last six
correct performances to indicate whether they are generally increasing, remaining
essentially the same, or decreasing over time. The procedures which have proven most
useful in drawing that line are as follows (see figure 3).

(1) Find the intersection of the middle-day and the middle-performance value
for the most current three assessments on the chart. In other words, employ the
procedures described earlier for finding a "start-mark", but use them with the last
three assessments instead of the first three assessments on the chart.

(2) Find the intersection of the middle-day and middle-performance value for
the next-most recent assessements (i.e., the fourth, fifth and sixth most recent
assessments on the chart).

(3) Draw a straight line passing through the two intersections found in steps
one and two, above. That line will, in most cases, be a fairly accurate esnmate of how
the correct performances were changing on the average over tha past six assessments.

If the line of progress for the correct performances is going up or down the
chart, it will be necessary to note whether the slope of that line is "steep." Generally,
a trend flan be considered steep if it represents a doubling (times-two) or halving
(divide-by-two) in performance over any given week. As a point of reference, a
straight line from the lower left-hand corner to the upper right-hand corner of the
standard behavior chart represents a times-two line (doubling each week); and a line
drawn from the upper left-hand corner to the lower right-hand corner represents a
divide-by-two line (halving each weekXsee figure 4). By drawing or visualizing those
lines on the chart, it is relatively simple to compare the pupil's actual trend with those
standards and determine whether the change in correct performances can be
car iidered "steep."

Variability. Most children have "good days" or "bad days," but overall, the
change in performance from day-to-day should be relatively consistent and stable. it
if is not, then serious questions arise concerning the "power" of the instructional
program to solicit the pupil's attention and best performances. That will be an
mportant consideration when selecting intervention strategies for improving a
program. If the standard behavior chart is being used, there is a simple procedure for
deciding whether a pupil's performance patterns are reasonably stable -- simply place
a standard wooden pencil on top of the line of progress and move it up or down to
cover as many of the correct performances as possible. If it is possible to cover all
but one or two of the correct performances in a one or two week period, then the
pupil's performance pattern can be considered reasonably stable. If several correct
performances "peek out" from under the pencil, however, then the pupil's variability
should be considered unacceptably high (see figure 5).

Accuracy. Although most of the information required to accurately identify a
pupil's phase of learning relate only to his or her correct performances, some
information will also be required concerning the relationship of correct to error
performances. Percentage statements could be calculated for each assessment, but
fortunately, if the standard behavior chart is being used, there is a simpler way. Only
one of two accuracy levels is likely to be important for determining a pupil's phase of
learning -- 83% or 67%, depending upon the type of skill or pupil involved. Those two
proportions represent ratios of five corrects to one error, and two corrects to one
error, respectively. The distance on the standard behavior chart which those ratios
represent can be easily determined by looking at the left-hand scale. Whenever
correct and error performances are as far apart as the one end the five lines, the pupil
is at least 83% accurate. Whenever they are as far apart as the one and the two
linesof the chart, the pupil is at least 67% accurate. By marking those distances an a
slip of paper, and then passing the paper over the pupil's rates, it can be easily
determined whether the pupil has met either of those basic accuracy standards (see
figure 6).

131 REST COPY AVAILABLE
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Correct Rate. While it may seem reasonable that a pupil's correct rate should
have some relationship to the point when he or she begins tr. make the transition from
acquisition to fluency-building, one would not expect that transition point to fall at
the same rate for skills which have differing fluency standards. For example, children
are usually not considered fluent in saying the alphabet until they can recite it at
about 150 to 200 letters per minute (i.e., saying the whole alphabet in eight or nine
seconds), but a young deaf child might be considered acceptably fluent in signing with
a correct rate of only 50 or 60 per minute. One would expect, therefore, that children
would begin to make the transition into fluency building with the alphabet at a higher
rate than with signing. That doesn't seem to be the case. If the child is "physically
intact" (i.e., is physically capable of normal rates of performance), and the skill in
question is one which a normal, fluent adult is likely to perform at a rate of 40 per
minute or more, then the transition from acquisition to fluency building is likely to
take place when the correct rates are somewhere around 20 per minute. That rule
seems to work for a very wide range of skills -- from steps taken while walking, to oral
reading; and from sorting blocks to making complex signs. If the skill being taught is
one which a normal fluent adult is able to perform at a rate of 40 per minute or more,
therefore, it will often be necessary to know whether the pupil has ever achieved a
correct rate close to 20 per minute.

The Decision Rules
Dace the pupil's performances have been described in terms of the variables

outlined above, it should be possible to make a fairly accurate determination of the
pupil's current phase of learning end, in turn, to choose the instructional strategy
which is most likely to promote continued learning. Two sets of rules exist. The first
set of rules was developed during the mid-nineteen seventies through an analysis of
learning records from classrooms serving learning disabled children (White & Liberty,
1976; Haring & White, 1980). Later, the predictive validity of those rules were tested
and found to work well with the progress records of several thousand normal children
(Soko love, note 5).

When those rules were applied in classrooms serving the severely handicapped,
three problems were encountered (Haring, Liberty & White, note 4). First, many of
the instructional targets in classrooms serving the severely handicapped cannot be
performed at the same high rates as those found in classrooms serving the mildly
handicapped or normal pupil (e.g., children simply cannot tie shoes as rapidly as they
might write letters or say words). Rules concerning the transition from acquisition to
fluency building based on the rates of mildly handicapped pupils could not, therefore,
be applied to many programs developed for the severely handicapped. Secondly,
although mildly handicapped and normal children appear to be able to begin building
fluency when a relatively small proportion of a task has been acquired (i.e., when they
are about 67% accurate), more severely handicapped pupils apparently need to have
acquired a larger proportion of the task before building fluency becomes of prime
importance (i.e., they need to achieve about 83% accuracy). Finally, a relatively large
proportion of the severely handicapped pupils studied displayed a great deal of
variability in their performances from day to day. Such children tended to be
unpredictable until special programs were developed to make them more "compliant"
and responsive to the instructional situation. In order to adequately account for the
range of situations which a teacher might encounter, therefore, it will be necessary to
present two sets of rules.

Despite the background leading up to the two sets of rules, the decision to use
one set or the other need not depend on the level of severity of the pupil's handicap.
Many severely handicapped pupils appear to follow the rules originally developed for
the mildly handicapped, and it is quite possible that even a program developed for a
normal pupil would best fit the rules originally developed for the severely handicapped.
The "rules for picking the rules," as it were, are relatively simple:
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1) If the skill is of the type that a normal, fluent adult can perform at a rate
of 40 per minute or more, and the pupil is physically intern then use the
rules shown in figure 8.

2) If the skill cannot be performed by a normel adult at a rate of 40 per
minute or more, or if the pupil is physically disabled in a way that would
prevent him or her from attaining normal fluency, then use the rules shown
in figure 9.

Do the Rules Work?
Yes, both sets of rules appear to allow relatively precise predictions about the

success or failure of various instructional strategies in promoting continued child
progress. For example, Sokolove (note 4) found that the first set of rules (figure 8)
appeared to predict the direction of future pupil progress in all but 76 cases out of
approximately 3300 instructional programs conducted with normal children. With the
second set of rules (figure 9), Haring, Liberty & White (note 4) demonstrated that some
31 teachers serving the severely handicapped were more than 2.2 times more
successful in picking successful remediation strategies when they used the rules than
when they did not. Moreover, of those teachers who actually tried the rules in their
classrooms during the Haring, Liberty & White study, 93% found the rules valuable
enough to express a desks to continue their use after the study had ended and they no
longer received any special encouragement or support from the project staff.

That does not mean that the rules are attractive enough to generate the
immediate interest of all teachers. Although 93% of the teachers who actually tried
the rules continued to use them, those teachers only represented 43% of all teachers
originally asked to participate in the study. Why did more than half of the teachers
who were approached decline to try the rulee? That's difficult to say with any
certainty, but its very likely to have something to do with the basic requirements for
collecting and charting the type of data required to use the rules. Undoubtedly, many
teachers would need to restructure at least part of their daily routine in order to meet
those requirements. Based on the available data the eventual impact of that transition
-.could very well be a savings in time and effort fer both the teacher and the pupil, but
it would appear that we must continue to search for ways of making the rules simple
or attractive enough to make more teachers decide to give the rules a try.
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APPENDIX 0

Performance records for all-day compliance programs



KEY TO PHASE CONDITIONS:

A: Baseline, Teachers consequate compliance
and noncompliance in any fashion they
desire (generally, repeating commands for
noncompliance; ignoring compliance)

B: Teachers are requested to praise compliance
and ignore or mandate noncompliance (but
teacher reliability in doing so extremely
poor)

C: Teachers provided with specific demonstrations
of how to praise compliance

D: (Subject 2, room 24 only) Teachers asked
to stop praising compliance (i.e., withdrawal
of condition B)
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Performance records for repeated-mandate study
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Latency Analysis Charts
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